Scholastic Learn at Home provides 20 days worth of active learning journeys designed to reinforce and sustain educational opportunities for those students who are unable to attend school.

Cat in the Hat Builds That. This companion to the PBS KIDS series The Cat in the Hat Knows a Lot About That explores a variety of engaging STEM mini-games and activities. Includes supplemental materials and suggestions for caregiver/child interaction. Available in English and Spanish.

Thinkrolls: Space. This app inspires children to use creative thinking and problem-solving strategies as they guide their alien character through a series of logic puzzles. Available in multiple languages.

Starfall Education An English, writing, and phonics learning tool for young children.

Scratch: A coding website for kids

Khan Academy Kids Inspire a lifetime of learning and discovery with this free, fun educational program.

National Geographic Kids Fun games and educational stories.

Funbrain Games, Videos, and books for kids